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Editorial and news 

Again, I have to apologize for the very late appearance of this 
issue of Pegasus. A lot of reasons can be summed up, the 
regular ones like work and family, other Bugatti activities like 
my websites and work for the 2nd edition of the book on the 
Bugatti 100P. The book turned out to be a real success, all 
reviews are very positive, and all 900 copies have been sold. 
The 2nd edition will be largely the same, with a few additions 
like the new info on Louis de Monge’s post war activities in 
the USA (presented in this issue of Pegasus), new info on the 
Breguet XXI and XXIII, and new photographs of the replica 
airplane, as well as correction of smaller errors. For the 
success of the book I say a big thank you to all the members of 
the Bugatti Aircraft Association who contributed, and also to 
all others, who supported the efforts. 
 
To come back to the reason why this issue is “a bit late”,  is 

that, after the appearance of the book, and with the replica 
almost flying, I have a feeling that the work of the BAA is 
very much ready. Not true of course, but let’s say that my 
interests shifted. Therefore; anybody who wants to take the 
role as chief editor of Pegasus, please let me know! 
 
Of course I did not loose interest altogether, early August I 
will go to the USA, to see the original Bugatti airplane in 
Oshkosh (for the first time!) and to go to the Clinton-Sherman 
airbase in Oklahoma, where hopefully Scotty Wilson’s replica 
airplane will make it’s first flight. Only recently I received a 
movie from Scotty Wilson of the full-power engine tests which 
he did in preparation for the real flight tests. Some info is 
visible on the BugattiAircraft Association website, some also 
on Scotty’s website and Facebook page. 
 
From Dick Ploeg I received additional information and in fact 
a photo ,about the small car that was designed by Louis de 
Monge and Marcel Jannin for the small car contest of 1935, 
the results of which  were shown at the 1935 Salon de 
l’Automobile in Paris. Turns out that de Monge and Jannin 
entered two designs, no. 39 and 62. Only of design 39 a picture 
of the model is available. Source is: Antonio Amado: “Voiture 
Minimum – Le Corbusier and the Automobile”, The MIT  
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Press, 2011  
 
Scotty Wilson found the 
article on the left, from the 
New York Herald Tribune, 
March 27, 1946. Here we 
see what was the reason 
for Louis de Monge to go 
to the USA, he relates 
about the French situation 
in the Post-war years. 
Small automobiles only, 
and history has proven him 
right.  
 

Bugatti 100P 
Record Plane 
in 1/24 Scale 

Resin kit by Fisher models 

A fabulous kit of a fabulous 
aircraft...complete with both 
supercharged eight cylinder 
engines and a finely detailed 
cockpit, this is a model for the 
connoiseur as well as collector. 
Over 85 parts make up this 
most complete and detailed 
model of this beautiful and 
mysterious aircraft of the pre-
war era. 

Although never completed and 
flown, the Bugatti 100P has 
been a source of much 
fascination over the years and 
this kit is the first in what we 

Editor, Secretary of the BAA: Jaap Horst          
E-mail: J.J.Horst@BugattiPage.com 
Abstederschans 65, 3432 EH, Nieuwegein, The 
Netherlands.  
Info: www.BugattiAircraft.com 
. 
All contributions to Pegasus are very welcome! 
Membership to the Bugatti Aircraft Association is open 
to anyone, we only ask a contribution of €20 (world) or 
€15 (europe) to help in the publishing and mailing cost of 
the Newsletter Pegasus. Back issues of Pegasus can be 
found on the Members section of the website 
 
Payment methods: 
- Cash in an envelope, to the address above. 
- By banktransfer (for Europeans): Account number 
590981560, to the name of J.J. Horst, IBAN: NL02AB-
NA0590981560, BIC:ABNANL2A 
- By PayPal: PayPal name J.J.Horst@Bugattipage.com  
On www.PayPal.com you can do the payment using your 
credit card. 
 
Copyright BAA, 2014. No part of this newsletter may be 
reproduced in any way, without prior written permission. 
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hope will be a series of Golden Age 
aviation models. Only 200 examples 
will be made. 

Review of "the Fisher models Bugatti 
airplane" by Jaap Horst 
It has been a while since I last built a 
resin model (or any other model for that 
matter!), this one is the best I have ever 
seen. The cast quality is exceptionally 
good, with detailing to an extreme level. 
I especially like all the interior detailing, 
both the cockpit and the engine area, it's 
all there. 

I did not build the model (yet), but the 
parts which I did try to fit, fitted quite 
good. However, it is a resin model, and 
some adjustments may still be 
necessary. 
I have made resin models where the 
building instructions consisted of one 
single sheet, where you had to figure 
out the build order yourself. Not here, 
this one comes with an extensive 
"book".  
 
Kit No. GA-2401  
Price: $225.00 
http://www.fishermodels.com/search/node/Bugatti 
 
 
 
 
 
I also heard about another miniature model kit, 
sold out at the moment, this time in 1:72 scale, 
considerably smaller! 
 
This is a Sharkit model, by Renaud Mangallon, 
for just 30 euro, see:  
www.sharkit.com/sharkit/Bugatti/Bugatti.htm 
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L’aerophile from January 1944, The Bugatti airplane, in a scale model built by Henri Varache. It looks like it is a flying 
model? 
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Almost ready! 
 
All taxi tests are done, and also the high power engine 
test was done successfully. Soon the airplane will be 
taken to the Clinton-Sherman airbase, west of Oklahoma 
City, with the real first flight probably before mid-
August! 
 
Finally the reward, for all this work since 2010. 
 
A lot of parts had to be made, finished and installed, as 
can be seen in all the accompanying photo’s on this 
page and the next. All were taken from the Bugatti100P 
Project facebook page. 
 
On the right, the throttle quadrant. 

Advances in the Build of the Scotty 
Wilson replica 
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Rear engine in place. Elevator push-rod passes alongside engine. Note radiator and exhaust ducting (painted yellow) 
behind engine.  

This is our two-core radiator built specifically by Wizard 
Cooling Radiators (www.wizardcooling.com). The 
radiator is a work of art and sized sufficiently to cool our 
two Hayabusa engines. 

This view looks forward-aft at the radiator exhaust duct; 
aluminum bulkhead; and the top of the radiator. The 
elevator push-rod is at lower right; the rudder cables at left/
right upper center. 
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Rear Engine Augmentor Tubes 
Fitting and trimming the augmentor tubes is time-consuming and laborious, requiring us to repeatedly install and 
remove the exhaust blister in order to trim the tubes to fit snugly.  
 
Top of radiator (with two caps) just visible just right of center. 
Radiator exhaust just below the #4 exhaust stack and augmentor tube. 
 
Below: Front Engine Exhaust Augmentor Tubes 
The augmentor tubes help protect the structure from the direct heat generated by the exhaust stack itself, and serve to 
evacuate the engine bay of heat and gasses by pulling air through the fuselage.  
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Front Engine Bay 
Looking aft and to the right side, note the four exhaust stacks and augmentor tubes temporarily set into the space to 
check for fit. The front engine bay is large relative to the size of our engine. 
Behind the engine is the 8-gallon header tank and the propeller-reduction gearbox oil cooler.  
 
Below: Temporarily installed the instrument panel to measure and fit the electrical wiring, the primary purpose of which 
is to control and monitor engine and propeller gearbox performance. Flight-required instruments are mostly at top/center 
with front-engine instrument cluster on the left and rear-engine instrument cluster on the right.  
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Very little was known about what Louis de Monge 
really did, what company he worked for etcetera, in the 
post-war years, when he had emigrated to the USA. 
 
Several months ago I  heard about a new (new to me, at 
least,  search engine (http://babel.hathitrust.org), one 
which looks in newspaper and library archives and such. 
I found a reference to the “First convertibe aircraft 
Congress” In Philadelphia, in 1949. From there, using 
the rapid Internet, it was only a short while until I had 
bought the conference proceedings, the cover is seen on 
the right. Louis de Monge de Franeau wrote an article, 
in which he made a classification of the different  types 
of convertible aircraft (in short, an airplane which can 
change from vertical to horizontal flight, by converting 
itself from a helicopter type airplane to a regular 
airplane, and back.) 
 
Louis de Monge’s article, supposedly also his speech at 
the congress is called “Configurations of Convertible 
Aircraft”. The contents are very much in line with the 
method of working known from de Monge, making a 
classification of the different possible configurations for 
a helicopter which can be converted into a fixed-wing 
airplane in mid-air. A type of airplane which seemed to 
be very promising at the time, but was only executed in 
a few successful designs.  
 
Louis de Monge was working for the Pennsylvania Air-
craft Syndicate as a consultant at the time. The PAS, 
under supervision of E Burke Wilford (also chairman of 
the congress) had constructed an autogyro in the 1930’s, 
and designed a convertible helicopter with 88 feet rotors 
in 1946, which was intended for 22 passengers but was 
never realised. 
 
In 1952 there are news reports of 
a further convertible aircraft con-
gress (below right, 1952 Reno 
Paper), Louis de Monge attends 
again, though he is now reported 
to work with the Flettner Aircraft 
corporation of Kew Gardens, 
NY. In his speech, he describes a 
convertiplane design with wings 
which rotate to provide helicop-
ter take-offs and landings, then 
lock into position for airplane 
flight. The roto-wing would be 
driven by jet engines in it’s tips, 
which would also provide for-
ward motion.This design would 
have the same payload as a con-
ventional helicopter but when in 
airplane flight, would have three 
times the speed of a helicopter. 
Flettner Aircraft corporations 
developed helicopters for the US 
Military, but was not commer-
cially successful.  
Anton Flettner was a German 
inventor (who worked in the 
1920’s in Amsterdam), responsi-

ble for many different things, ventilators, Magnus effect 
sailing boats and especially helicopters. His Kolibri 
FL282  was an advanced helicopter in wartime Germa-
ny, using twin counterrotating rotors. The complex 
mechanism of this prevented the widespread introduc-
tion of his invention. After his company went bankrupt, 
Flettner became the chief-designer for Kaman Helicop-
ters. It is possible that Louis de Monge went with him to 
Kaman helicopters, but no proof of that exists. 

 
Post-war activities of Louis de Monge 
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Louis de Monge according to the text is shown in the bottom photo, on the left. However, this person seems to be too 
small. Probably an error. Maybe de Monge is the one in the middle? 


